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Now in a new edition, this textbook is a primer for the economic analysis of medical markets that
engages the central economic issues of the health economics and financing field. It provides a
comprehensive look at the principles and concepts of health economics, as well as footnotes and
references. Furthermore, this edition offers a strengthened macro section along with additional
material on the ACA (Health Reform), as it is such a relevant topic today.
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I am taking a Masters level Health Econ course and this book is way too basic for my purpose. It
would be good for a beginner learning about the Healthcare system and issues to be aware of but
not in depth econometrics. It would work for early undergrad or even honors High School courses.
Also, I feel it is not as objective as it should be, though I can't really give an example. After reading
several chapters, I just get a certain biased vibe.

This is a textbook and what was required for my economic class. I am not an economics major but it
is a bit wordy and redundant and some of the chapters are long and boring at times. How can
anyone write a review about a textbook? You buy them to read for your class so that you can
answer your discussion board smartly.

I'm not impressed. I've had a lot of textbooks and the material is over elaborated. It is almost like the

chapters are elaborated more than necessary to make the book longer. It also is very opinionated
and it feels like the author just wanted to be done with it.

Excellent book that explains why the health system in USA is so complicated, expensive, and
ineffective. Does an excellent job of describing what healthcare should do, and compares USA with
other countries where healthcare actually works. It is not naÃƒÂ¯ve when it assess other countries
solutions as not necessarily applicable to USA, but takes the better ideas, and gives some hope.

Needed the book right away for class and was able to receive it the next day. Thank you . Excellent
book on the economics of our Healthcare system and hows it finance. Usually I would recommend
renting of textbooks, but this one worth the purchase.

excellent book...i am takin a masters in healthcare managaement and this book really opens your
eyes..great material, updated and excellent info...definitively a must if you are interested in
healthcare and management..

This book provides a good background about economic principles using health care as examples. It
does an adequate job and uses examples that are easy to understand. This book is NOT a book
about applied health economics (e.g. economic modeling, etc.).

Needed this for school. Good Book, Healthcare Administration major, helped simplify finance and
economics.
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